UW COURSE READINESS CHECKLIST - AUTUMN 2020
Skim the criteria below to make sure you feel prepared for online instruction via Canvas in Autumn 2020. Refer to the
Examples and Resources on the right if you would like additional support with these steps.

Setting up Your Canvas Site
✔

Criteria

Examples and Resources

Add course content to modules

●
●

Create modules to represent units, weeks, or categories of content.
Add course content to modules including readings and resources,
assignments, and discussion boards.

Customize navigation

●
●

Set a c ourse home page.
Manage the course navigation to remove unnecessary items and rearrange
navigation items to my preference.

Create assignments and
quizzes

●
●
●

Set up Canvas assignments for students to submit their work online.
Create online q
 uizzes and s urveys, as appropriate, in Canvas.
Consider a
 lternative forms of assessment.

Set up grading

●
●

Set g
 rade posting policies in the Canvas gradebook.
Know how to grade and provide feedback on work submitted online in
Canvas.
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Orienting your Students
✔

Criteria

Examples and Resources

Let students know how to get
started

●
●
●

Include Welcome, Contact and G
 etting Started information.
Provide an overview or tour of the organization of the course materials.
Prepare low-stakes activities for students to practice accessing and
interacting with different parts of the course.

Post syllabus and schedule
information

●

Share a complete Syllabus in Canvas using either a file, a p
 age, or the built-in
Syllabus tool in Canvas.
Post a complete course schedule.
For class sessions or office hours in Zoom, make sure meeting details are
shared through either the Z
 oom app in Canvas or another location in the
course

●
●

Establish instructor presence

●
●
●

Have a method of introducing the instructional team to students.
Clearly state how the instructional team will communicate with students,
including how often students should check for updates.
Clearly state how to reach the instructional team, including expectations for
response times.

Accessibility and Accommodations
✔

Criteria

Examples and Resources

Make text and images
accessible

●
●
●

Use headings in all text-based content.
Add alternate text to the images in my course.
If using PDFs, make sure they are accessible.

Make videos accessible

●
●

Caption videos in Panopto and/or Zoom.
Make sure that any videos in the course from other creators already have
captions.

Add extra time for students
with testing accommodations

●

Use the quiz moderation tools to provide extra time to individual students
with testing accommodations.
Extend the availability window for individual students with testing
accommodations if needed.

●

Final Check
✔

Criteria
Review Canvas course

Examples and Resources
●
●

Test other teaching and
learning tools (optional)

●
●
●

Publish the course

●
●

●

Use S
 tudent View to confirm how my course will appear to students, making
sure that the correct content is visible.
Test the external links in my course using the C
 ourse Link Validator.
Launch a course Zoom meeting and test the features I wish to use to make
sure they work as expected.
Confirm that any videos load in Canvas and play successfully.
Test all Canvas integrations in the course to ensure they are working as
expected.
Set availability dates and access settings for the course.
Publish all of the content (modules, p
 ages, files, and assignments) that
should be visible to students, and unpublish course content that should
remain hidden.
Publish the course.
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